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Abstrat. Starting from a theoretial understanding of the usefulness

logi of a logi programming system with built-in tabling, and from a ol-

letor that did not take the harateristis of a tabled abstrat mahine

into aount we have build two heap garbage olletors (one mark&slide,

one mark&opy) for XSB on top of the CHAT implementation model for

the suspension/resumption of onsumers. Based on this experiene we

disuss implementation issues that are general to heap garbage olle-

tion for the WAM and also issues that are spei� to an implementation

with tabling: as suh, this paper douments our own implementation and

an serve as guidane for anyone attempting a similar feat. We report on

the behaviour of the garbage olletors on di�erent kinds of programs.

We also present �gures on the extent of internal fragmentation and the

e�etiveness of early reset in Prolog systems with and without tabling.

1 Introdution

In September 1996, we started developing a heap garbage olletor for XSB.

A mark&slide olletor was written, losely following previous experiene (see

also [1℄): it worked as long as tabling was not used. When trying to extend it for

tabled programs, we failed to understand the usefulness logi (see [2℄) of tabling

systems. In partiular, we ould not get a grasp on early reset (also known as

virtual baktraking ; see e.g. [12, 2℄) in the ontext of suspended omputations.

At that point we ould have deided to make the garbage olletor more onser-

vative | i.e. leave out early reset and just onsider everything pointer reahable

as useful. This would have been ompletely aeptable from an engineering per-

spetive but appeared to us very unsatisfatory from a sienti� point of view. So

we abandoned the work on the garbage olletor and onentrated (more than a

year later) on alternative ways for implementing suspension/resumption of on-

sumers. This resulted in the `Copying Approah to Tabling' (abbrv. CAT [7℄):

this implementation shema lead diretly to a better understanding of the useful-

ness logi of logi programming systems with tabling (see [8℄). Armed with this

theoretial understanding we resumed work on a more aurate garbage olletor

in August 1998, �nishing the sliding olletor and at the same time implementing

a opying olletor as well: the opying olletor uses the same marking phase as



the sliding one (see [3℄ for why a opying olletor in the WAM needs a marking

phase) so it was relatively little additional work. Still, we struggled a lot with

tehnial details and misunderstandings of the invariants of the tabling run time

data strutures. We �nally integrated our garbage olletors in the XSB system

in February 1999 and sine June 1999 they are part of the XSB release.

This paper reports issues that ame up, real problems that ourred, their

solutions, deisions we took and why. These are the ontents of Setions 3 and 4.

Some of these issues may seem trivial (espeially in retrospet) but most of them

were learned the hard way, i.e. by debugging. We thus think that our experiene

on the pratial aspets of building a garbage olletor is of interest and use to

other delarative programming language implementors and may even serve as a

warning to anyone attempting to write a garbage olletor for a system that was

not designed to have one, and even more to anyone designing a system without

thinking about its proper memory management. We inlude some performane

�gures about our olletors in Setion 5. Finally, Setion 6 disusses memory

fragmentation both with and without early reset: to the best of our knowledge,

�gures related to these issues have never before been published for any Prolog

system | let alone a tabled one | and as suh they are of independent interest.

We start by briey reviewing the internals of tabled abstrat mahines.

2 Memory organization in tabled abstrat mahines

The implementation of tabling on top of the WAM [19℄ is ompliated by the in-

herent asynhrony of answer generation and onsumption, or in other words the

support for a suspension/resumption mehanism that tabling requires. The need

to suspend and resume omputations is a main issue in a tabling implementation

beause some tabled subgoals, alled generators, use program lauses to generate

answers that go into the tables, while other subgoals, alled onsumers, resolve

against the answers from the tables that generators �ll. As soon as a generator

depends on a onsumer, the onsumer must be able to suspend and work in a

oroutining fashion with the generator, something that is not readily possible

in the WAM beause it relaims spae on baktraking. In short, in a tabled

implementation, the exeution environments of suspended omputations must

somehow be preserved and reinstated. By now, several alternatives for suspen-

sion/resumption exist: either by totally sharing the exeution environments by

interspersing them in the WAM staks (as in the SLG-WAM [14℄), or by a total

opying approah (as in CAT [7℄), or by a hybrid approah (as in CHAT [9℄). In

this paper, we stik to a CHAT implementation, and refer the interested reader

to the above referenes for di�erenes between these abstrat mahines

1

.

Independently of the implementation model hosen for the suspension/resum-

ption mehanism, tabling alls for sophistiated memory management. Indeed,

tabling systems have inherently more omplex memory models and their spae

requirements are di�erent from (usually bigger than) those of plain Prolog sys-

tems. As advoated in e.g. [2℄, the auray of memory management is not related

to the underlying abstrat mahine or the garbage olletion tehnique; instead
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it is related to the usefulness logi of the run-time system: an abstration of the

operational semantis of the language, or in other words the ability to deide

whih objets are useful and whih are garbage. In [8℄, we have desribed the

usefulness logi of Prolog systems with tabling and how operations suh as early

reset an in priniple be implemented with equal auray in an SLG-WAM or in

a CAT-based abstrat mahine. As our aim is to disuss garbage olletion issues

in the ontext of tabled exeution of logi programs, we only review information

from [8, 9℄ whih is neessary to make this paper reasonably self-ontained.

We onentrate on the following typial senario: The memory management

poliy has deided that the heap better be garbage olleted. The garbage ol-

letion proess then onsists of 1) �nding the set of useful data in the heap, and

2) move it appropriately while adapting all pointers to it. The seond point is a

matter of hoosing an appropriate olletion algorithm: we have written a sliding

olletor based on Morris' algorithm [11℄ and one based on the opying algorithm

of Cheney [5℄. In the ontext of Prolog, both need a marking phase and that is

preisely the issue of the �rst point: how to approximate the usefulness of data.

Fig. 1 shows a rough piture
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of a omplete snapshot of the memory areas

of a CHAT implementation. The left part of the piture, identi�ed as `Prolog',

shows the usual WAM areas in an implementation that stores environments

and hoie points separately, suh as in SICStus or in XSB; besides this, the

only di�erene with the WAM is that the hoie point stak ontains possibly

more than one kind of hoie points: regular WAM ones, P

1

; P

2

; P

3

for exeuting

non-tabled prediates, hoie points for tabled generators, G

1

; G

2

, and hoie

points of onsumers, C

1

. The `Prolog' part redues to exatly the WAM if no

tabled exeution has ourred; in partiular, the trail here is the WAM trail. The
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Fig. 1. Memory snapshot of a CHAT-based abstrat mahine when GC is triggered.
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right part of the piture, identi�ed as `Tabling', shows areas that CHAT adds

when tabled exeution takes plae. The piture shows all memory areas that an

possibly point to the heap; areas that remain una�eted by garbage olletion

suh as the Table Spae are not of interest here and are thus shown as a blak

box. For the `Prolog' part, garbage olletion tehniques are standard and well-

desribed in the literature; see e.g. [1, 3, 6℄. We onentrate on the memory areas

of the `Tabling' part and the hoie point stak that di�ers from the WAM.

As the memory snapshot shows, the evaluation involved onsumers, some of

whih, e.g. C

2

; C

3

; : : : are urrently suspended (appear only in the CHAT area;

see below) and some others, like C

1

, have had their exeution state reinstalled in

the staks and are part of the ative omputation. Complete knowledge of CHAT

is not required; however, it is important to see how CHAT has arrived in this

state and, more importantly, how exeution might ontinue after olletion. We

thus desribe the ations and memory organization of a CHAT-based abstrat

mahine viewed from a heap garbage olletion perspetive.

Choie points & Completion stak CHAT, muh like the WAM, uses the hoie

point stak as a sheduling stak: the youngest hoie point determines the ation

to be performed upon failure. A Prolog hoie point, P , is popped o� the stak

when the last program lause of the assoiated goal is triggered. A generator

hoie point, G, is always reated for a new tabled subgoal and behaves as a Pro-

log hoie point with the following exeption: before being popped o� the stak,

G must resume all onsumers with unresolved answers that have their exeution

state proteted by G (as explained below). Only when no more suh onsumers

exist, is G popped o� the stak. As far as the hoie point stak and the heap are
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onerned, resumption of a onsumer means: 1) re-

installation of the onsumer hoie point C imme-

diately below G and 2) setting C[H℄ | the H �eld

of C | to G[H℄ so that C does not relaim any heap

that G protets (e.g. in Fig. 2, G

2

and C

1

protet

the same heap: from the top till the dotted line). Fi-

nally, a onsumer hoie point C is pushed onto the

stak either when the onsumer is reinstalled by a

generator, or the �rst time that the onsumer is en-

ountered. The onsumer is popped o� the stak and

gets suspended whenever it has resolved against all

answers urrently in the table. Besides the H �elds

of hoie points, pointers from the hoie point stak

to the heap exist in the argument registers stored in

hoie points used for program lause resolution (the

darker areas above G's and P 's in Fig. 2).

The implementation of tabling beomes more ompliated when there ex-

ist mutual dependenies between subgoals. The exeution environments of the

assoiated generators, G

1

; : : : ; G

n

, whih reside in the WAM staks need to be

preserved until all answers for these subgoals have been derived. Furthermore,

memory relamation upon baktraking out of a generator hoie point G

i

an-



not happen as in the WAM; trail and hoie point stak an be relaimed but

e.g. the heap annot: G

i

[H ℄ may be proteting heap spae of still suspended

omputations; not just its own heap. To determine whether spae relamation

an be performed, subgoal dependenies have to be taken into aount. The lat-

ter is the purpose of the Completion Stak. In Fig. 2, the situation depited is

as follows: subgoals assoiated with generators G

3

and G

4

annot be ompleted

independently of that of G

2

. G

3

and G

4

have exhausted program lause resol-

ution and the portion of the hoie point assoiated with this operation an be

relaimed; however, there is information about G

3

and G

4

that needs to survive

baktraking and this information has been preserved in the ompletion stak.

In other words, generators onsist of two parts: one in the hoie point stak

and one in the ompletion stak; for G

1

and G

2

that are still in the hoie point

stak the assoiation between these parts is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2.

Substitution fators Subgoals and their answers usually share some subterms.

For eah subgoal only the substitutions of its variables need to be stored in

the table to reonstrut its answers. XSB implements this optimization through

an operation alled substitution fatoring. On enountering a generator G, the

dereferened variables of the subgoal (found in the argument registers of G) are

stored in a substitution fator reord SF . For generators, CHAT stores substi-

tution fator reords on the heap. The reason: SF is oneptually part of the

environment as it needs to be aessed at the `return' point of eah tabled lause

(i.e. when a new answer is potentially derived and inserted in the table). Thus,

SF needs to be aessible from a part of G that survives baktraking: in CHAT a

ell of eah ompletion stak frame points to SF ; for onsumers the substitution

fator an be part of the onsumer hoie point as desribed in [13℄; see Fig. 2.

CHAT area The �rst time that a onsumer gets suspended, CHAT protets its

exeution state as follows: a CHAT freeze mehanism gets invoked whih modi�es

H and EB �elds in some hoie points in a way that ensures that parts of the

heap and loal stak that the onsumer might need for its proper resumption

are not relaimed on baktraking (see [9℄ for further explanation). As it is not
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Fig. 3. CHAT area detail.

possible to protet the onsumer hoie point C and

the trail needed for resumption of the onsumer us-

ing the same mehanism, these areas are saved us-

ing opying to the CHAT area. The opying of C

(together with its SF reord) is immediate, while

the relevant entries of the trail (and their values in

the heap and loal stak) that C requires for its

resumption are opied inrementally. In this way,

trail portions ommon to a set of onsumers are

shared between them. For example, onsumers C

2

and C

3

in Fig. 3 share the CHAT trail area CTR

4

while they eah also have a private part of trail.

The same �gure shows whih are the pointers from

the CHAT sub-areas to the heap that need to be followed for marking and pos-



sible reloation: they are the trail values of the CTR sub-areas, substitution

fators of suspended onsumers and the C[D℄ �eld (the value of delay register as

saved in eah hoie point; see [15℄). The following things are important to note

here: 1) the CHAT sub-areas are alloated dynamially and in non-ontiguous

spae; how this inuenes garbage olletion is desribed in Setion 4.3, and 2)

in CHAT, suspended omputations have parts of their exeution state saved in

a private area while other parts are either shared or interspersed in the WAM

staks together with the state of the ative omputation.

3 Implementing heap garbage olletion: general issues

We �rst disuss issues that are relevant to heap garbage olletion in any WAM-

based implementation: some or maybe all are folklore, but have not been pub-

lished before as far as we know

3

.

3.1 Dealing with unitialized environment variables

The WAM does not need to initialize permanent variables (in the loal stak)

on alloation of an environment, beause its instrution set is speialized for

the �rst ourrene of a variable. On the other hand, some Prolog systems (e.g.

SICStus; see also [4℄) do initialize some permanent variables just for the sake of

garbage olletion. This makes the marking phase more preise; the alternative

is a onservative marking shema whih follows autiously all heap pointers

from an environment whether from an ative permanent variable or not. Indeed,

XSB, as most Prolog systems (with MasterProlog a notable exeption), have no

expliit information about whih permanent variables are alive at a partiular

moment in the omputation: this information is only impliit in the WAM ode.

We thus faed a hoie between the following options, given in inreasing order

of diÆulty of implementation:

1. initialize environment variables (e.g. to unbound or to an integer)

2. write a more autious and onservative marking phase

3. introdue more preiseness about the liveness of permanent variables.

We have opted for the �rst solution beause it was the quikest to implement by

extending the alloate instrution: the extra ost is usually quite low.

3.2 The test for heap overow

XSB, like many other logi programming systems, relies on software tests for

overow of all its staks: heap overfow was heked on every inrease of the H

register. A more eÆient way to hek for overow is at all ports, either by

extending the all and exeute instrutions or by introduing a new instrution,

test heap, whih the ompiler generates as the entry point of every prediate. Its

two arguments are: 1) the arity of the prediate whih is needed for the garbage

olletion marking phase, and 2) the margin of heap that has to be available

before proeeding: this margin depends on how muh heap the prediate an

maximally onsume during the exeution of its heads and �rst hunks.

3
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For the �rst ut of the garbage olletor, the XSB ompiler was adapted so

as to spit out the instrution test heap with a �xed margin. A related hange

is needed in the implementation of built-in prediates: they should not ommit

any hanges until they are sure to have enough heap spae and if not, all the

olletor. Also, if built-in prediates that onsume heap are inlined, a variant of

the test heap instrution might be needed in the body of lauses; marking needs

to have aess to the length of the urrent environment. A similar instrution is

needed before inlined built-ins that reate hoie points. In XSB suh an inlined

built-in, alled negation suspend, was used for the implementation of tabled

negation. As its inlining was not time ritial, we have simply disabled it.

3.3 H �elds in hoie points

In a plain Prolog garbage olletor, after a segment of omputation | starting

from the E and CP �elds of a hoie point | has been marked, as well as

the trail, the H �eld of the hoie point an be treated. At that moment, the

H �eld an point to a ell whih was marked already and no further ation

is required. Otherwise, H points to a non-marked ell and then two ways of

dealing with this situation are ommon pratie: (1) mark the ell and �ll it

with an atomi objet; (2) derease the H �eld until it points to a marked ell.

The �rst method is simple, has onstant time ost, and an waste at most a

number of heap entries equal to the number of ative hoie points. The seond

method wastes no spae, but in the worst ase adds a time ost to the garbage

olletion that is linear in the size of the heap. We prefer the �rst method and

in our implementation used the tagged integer 666 as the atomi objet. The

orretness of this operation in plain WAM is based on the observation that the

ation if (!marked(B[H℄)) {*B[H℄ = tagged_int(666); mark(B[H℄);} an

be performed as soon as it is sure that *B[H℄ will not be marked later.

Note that the H �elds in the onsumer hoie points in the CHAT area need

not be onsidered during heap garbage olletion: indeed, when the onsumer is

reinstalled, its hoie point will get its H �eld from the sheduling generator. Fol-

lowing [8℄ the suspended omputations are marked after the ative omputation.

Sine the substitution variables are never reahable from the ative omputation

(only from the frames in the ompletion stak), in a CHAT garbage olletor the

above ation needs to be postponed until after the substitution variables are

marked. Instead of trying to �nd the earliest possible moment to perform the

ation, we have opted for postponing it until the very end of the marking, i.e.

to perform it after all other marking has been �nished.

3.4 Trail ompation during garbage olletion

Trail ompation is possible whenever early reset is performed (f. Setion 4.1).

When trail ompation is omitted, one must ensure that trail ells that ould

have been removed point to something \reasonable". One an reserve a partiular

ell on the start of the heap for this purpose; i.e. all trail entries that are subjet

to early reset an be made to point to this heap ell

4

. Sine reserving suh a ell

4
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would involve hanges elsewhere in XSB, we have hosen to mark the ell that

was reset; i.e. onsider it as non-garbage. Although this diminishes somewhat

the e�et of early reset in the atual implementation, it has no inuene on the

results of Setion 6 as in our measurements we ounted these ells as garbage.

3.5 Chain bits for dynamially alloated root pointers

The XSB ell representation in one mahine word annot ater for the extra bits

needed by the garbage olletor. In partiular, in the mark&slide olletor we

were faed with the problem where to store the hain bit for the root pointers:

as long as these are in easily reognizable and ontiguous areas | like the WAM

staks | one an alloate a parallel bit array and the translation from a root

pointer to its orresponding bit is straightforward. For small sets of root pointers,

just opying them to the top of the heap (as is the treatment of e.g. the argument

registers) is also a good solution, but for a large number of root pointers that

are not neessarily in a ontiguous area, the solution must be more generi. In

CHAT we enounter suh a situation as the CHAT trail hunks are alloated

dynamially. Setion 4.3 disusses in more detail how we dealt with this issue.

3.6 The opying olletor

The opying olletor was implemented following ideas of [3℄. We deviate slightly

from the usual two-spae shema of Cheney [5℄, sine after the marking phase

we know exatly how large the to-spae needs to be to hold the opy so we

alloate at that moment just this amount. After having opied the non-garbage

to the to-spae, we opy it as a blok bak to the original from-spae and release

the alloated to-spae. This has a prinipled reason: this sheme uses memory

resoures more eonomially beause usually, the to-spae an be quite a bit

smaller than the from-spae. It has however also a pragmati reason: in the ur-

rent memory model of XSB, the heap and loal stak are alloated ontiguously

and are growing towards eah-other; putting the heap in another region that is

not just above the loal stak would break some invariants of XSB. Copying bak

the to-spae to the original heap has low ost, as was observed already in [6℄.

4 Tabling-spei� issues of heap garbage olletion

The usefulness logi of tabled evaluation [8℄ ditates that both the urrent om-

putation (together with its baktraking states) and the suspended omputa-

tions in the CHAT area should be used as a root set. As argued in [8℄ for the

SLG-WAM, one an perform the marking phase of garbage olletion without

reinstalling the exeution states of the suspended omputations on the staks.

The same reasoning applies to CHAT. Moreover, the marking phase of a suspen-

ded onsumer C does not need to onsider the part of the heap that is older than

the generator G up to whih C has its exeution environment CHAT-proteted,

and neither any hoie point between B (WAM top of hoie point stak) re-

gister and G; see [8℄ on why this sheme is orret in an abstrat mahine that

preserves onsumer hoie points by opying. It follows that multiple traversal



of the same areas is not needed and that garbage olletion an be implemented

eÆiently in the tabled abstrat mahines we onsider here.

Armed with this theoretial understanding, we proeeded with the atual

implementation of our garbage olletors only to stumble very quikly on teh-

nial issues the theory did not immediately ater for. The remaining part of this

setion presents these issues, together with their solutions as implemented. The

�rst two issues are related to the order of marking the urrent and the suspended

omputations in the presene of early reset. The last two we enountered for the

�rst time in the tabling ontext, but they are more general.

4.1 Performing early reset when trail hunks are shared

The idea of early reset in the WAM [12, 2℄ is that a trailed heap or loal stak

entry whih is not reahable for the forward ontinuation of the ative ompu-

tation (but might be on baktraking) an be set to unbound during garbage

olletion. The situation is reognized during marking, and it is essential that the

ontinuation is marked before the future alternatives. Early reset in the ontext

of tabling is more ompliated: the suspended omputations must also be taken

into aount. [8℄ desribes in detail why it is better to mark the onsumers in

the CHAT area after the marking of the urrent omputation.

However, even the order of marking and performing early reset among sus-

pended onsumers matters ! In the WAM, the trail is segmented aording to

hoie points and trail hunks are not shared: the trail is a stak, not a tree. As

Fig. 3 shows, in CHAT trail entry hunks are possibly shared between more than

one suspended onsumer hoie points. The same is true in both SLG-WAM and

CAT. In suh a situation it is wrong to treat suspended onsumers separately, i.e.

by marking and early resetting from one suspended onsumer ompletely before

the other. Instead, the orret treatment of suspended onsumers onsists in:

for eah C mark the reahable environments and heap; only after this operation

is �nished for eah C mark and early reset the trail of C. This is beause it is

quite possible to have e.g. two suspended onsumers whih share some part of

the trail (as in Fig. 3) and some trailed variable being reahable in the forward

omputation of one but not of the other.

4.2 Marking of substitution fators & from the ompletion stak

As mentioned, a substitution fator reord ontains the variables in the subgoal.

These variables have to be aessed when a new answer is generated (i.e. at the

return point of eah lause) in order for the answer substitution to be inserted

in the table. Without proper ompiler support

5

, it is quite easy for substitution

fatoring to beome inompatible with the implementation of the garbage ol-

letor. Indeed, the ompilation sheme for tabled prediates desribed in [14, 15℄

does not reet the usefulness logi of tabled evaluations and the only alternat-

ive to hanging it, is to impose strong restritions on the order of marking. The

following example illustrates the issue:

5
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Consider the exeution of a query ?- test. w.r.t. the tabled program given

below. Here and in the sequel, we use the prediate g heap/0 to indiate the

point in the omputation where garbage olletion is triggered. Then marking as

XSB program XSB abstrat ode

test :- t( ). tabletrysingle 1 : : :

alloate 2 2

:- table t/1. getVn v2

t(X) :- all 3 p/1

p(X), all 3 g heap/0

g heap. new answer 1 r2

dealloate

p([a℄). proeed

performed by a Prolog garbage olletor

would onsider the heap value of variable

X as not useful. In a tabled abstrat ma-

hine, the binding of X to [a℄ is trailed as

tabled prediates always reate a hoie

point (f. [14℄). In suh a situation, a Pro-

log garbage olletor would invoke early

reset of X. This is orret, as in the use-

fulness logi of Prolog, X is not used in

the forward ontinuation of the ompu-

tation. However, note that the usefulness logi of tabled evaluation is di�erent:

X also appears in the substitution fator reord and its binding needs to be a-

essed at the return point of the orresponding tabled lause. Otherwise, a wrong

answer is inserted in the table. Dealing with this issue by looking at the ode

in the forward ontinuation is ompliated by the fat that the XSB abstrat

ode for t/1 (as shown above) was not designed to reet the usefulness logi

of tabling: the �rst argument of the new answer instrution ontains the arity of

the proedure and the seond a pointer to the subgoal frame in the table spae;

the substitution fator is aessed only indiretly (f. [14℄).

To overome this partiular problem ompiler support is desirable but not

stritly required: an alternative is to mark variables in the substitution fator

reords of all generators before marking anything from the ative omputation.

In other words, marking in a CHAT implementation should start by onsidering

as root set pointers to the heap from the ompletion stak | this is where CHAT

keeps a pointer to the substitution fator reord of generators (f. [9℄ and Fig. 2).

In this way, problems aused by this kind of premature early reset are avoided.

4.3 A hain bit in ells of the CHAT area

As Fig. 3 shows, ells in the CHAT area an ontain referenes to the heap. The

CHAT areas however, are dynamially alloated and so it is natural to ater for

the hain bits in the CHAT sub-areas themselves. We implement a sequene of

N words that all need a hain bit, as a number of groups of (S+1) words, where

the �rst S are some of the N words and the (S+1)

th

word, ontains the S hain

bits | we atually use a byte for eah hain bit. We make sure that eah group

of (S+1) words is aligned on a (S+1)-boundary. S is hosen as sizeof(Cell *)

that is the size of the pointer type used for ells of the WAM staks. A pointer p

to a CHAT objet, an now be translated to a pointer to its hain byte as follows:

let i = ((((int)p)=S)%(S+1)), then pointer hain byte = (har �)(p+S�i)+i.

5 Performane evaluation

Putting our garbage olletors in perspetive Prolog systems have usually opted

for a sliding olletor sine traditionally the order of segments is onsidered



important for heap relamation of heap on baktraking and for preserving

the semantis of the �-family of ompare built-ins. However, the ISO Prolog

standard has removed the latter reason, and [3℄ and [6℄ argue in di�erent ways

against the former reason. So, after having implemented the sliding olletor, we

implemented a opying olletor starting from the marking phase that is ommon

for both olletors and following [3℄. The fat that our opying olletor is not

segment-preserving, makes the interpretation of the results of tests that inlude

baktraking not always lear ut. Few other Prolog systems have more than

one garbage olletor: [3℄ reports that Reform Prolog also had a opying and

a sliding olletor. BinProlog gave up its sliding olletor in favor of opying.

Touati and Hama report on a partially opying olletor (for the most reent

segment only) that is ombined with a sliding olletor: see [18℄. In addition, XSB

is urrently the only system that has tabling implemented at the engine level. So,

in tabled programs we an at most ompare our olletors with eah other and

only for plain Prolog exeution with olletors from other systems. An extensive

omparison of a sliding and a opying olletor in the ontext of a funtional

programming language an be found e.g. in [16℄ and its results arry over to

Prolog; see also [3℄. Two points are worth noting: aurate marking is the diÆult

part of both olletors and the opying phase is muh easier to implement and

maintain than the sliding phase. On the other hand, a opying olletor may be

more diÆult to debug due to motion sikness: heap objets an hange order.

Performane in programs without tabling We felt that there was no good reason

to do lots of testing for programs without tabling as the relative merits of opy-

ing and sliding have been disussed in the literature at length. We just present

one measurement that plaes our garbage olletors in ontext. The test pro-

gram used (shown as part of Table 1) builds two lists that are interleaved on the

heap

6

. Note that length of the seond list is 1=10 the length of the �rst one.

The two queries represent the following two situations: either most of the data

survives garbage olletion, or only a small fration does. The Prolog systems

were started with enough initial heap so that no olletion ourred, exept the

expliitly invoked one. We measured the time (in milliseonds on an Intel 686,

266MHz running Linux) for performing the one garbage olletion during the

queries ?- q1. and ?- q2. In XSB this was done with the two olletors; in

ProLog by BIM 4.1 (now named MasterProlog) and SICStus 3.7 using the slid-

ing olletor; in BinProlog 6.84 with its segment-preserving opying olletor.

Table 1 provides some evidene that the olletors of XSB are similar in per-

formane to those of ommerially available systems. It also shows that (in the

absene of baktraking) opying is a reasonable alternative to sliding.

Performane in programs with tabling To get an idea of how our garbage ollet-

ors perform on programs with tabling, we took the programs from the benh-

marks in [9℄ and gave them just enough heap and loal stak so that expansion of

these areas was not neessary: in all ases this meant that the garbage olletion

6

The partiular form of mklists/3 was hosen so as not to disadvantage BinProlog

beause of its binarization.



g-q1 g-q2

XSB slide 1337 316

BIM slide 1270 430

SICStus slide 1426 434

XSB opy 890 126

BinProlog opy 974 214

mklists(0,L1,L2) :- !, L1 = [℄, L2 = [℄.

mklists(N,[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0|R1℄,[1|R2℄) :-

M is N - 1, mklists(M,R1,R2).

q1 :- mklists(100000,L1,L2),g heap,use(L1,L2).

q2 :- mklists(100000,L1,L2),g heap,use( ,L2).

use( , ).

Table 1. Performane of sliding and opying GC on an arti�ial Prolog program.

was alled at least one. In Table 2, we indiate, for eah test the -m option for

XSB (-m13 alloates an area of 13000 ells of heap and loal stak), the number

of times garbage olletion was alled and the number of garbage ells relaimed

(both using opying and sliding), the time spent in garbage olletion, and this

time as a perentage of the total time for the benhmark. The runtime without

garbage olletion is given in the last row of the table. All times are again in

milliseonds but this time on a Ultra Spar 2 (168 MHz) under Solaris 5.6. We

also note that in XSB a ell is represented using one mahine word.

s o s r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read o

-m 11 12 11 15 17 110 39 187

opying GC # 183 107 10 77 17 11 8 4

ells olleted 43951 33100 4113 18810 9680 13519 8802 14462

GC time 90 77 0 77 21 800 179 439

% GC time 29 16 0 34 15 67 64 44

sliding GC # 86 57 3 40 5 8 5 2

ells olleted 12143 11644 1050 16332 5265 12288 8138 13584

GC time 66 62 0 150 22 1319 129 410

% GC time 23 13 0 50 15 77 56 42

runtime (no GC) 219 400 130 151 121 400 100 560

Table 2. Performane of sliding and opying GC on a set of benhmarks with tabling.

In all ases the sliding olletor gets invoked less frequently than the non

segment-preserving opying olletor and ollets less garbage. In some ases

the sliding olletor an spend less time than the opying olletor. The reason

for this last behavior ould be that the e�et of the loss of relamation on

baktraking an be muh worse when tabling is used and several onsumers

have frozen the heap than when using plain Prolog ode. However, this e�et is

not uniformly visible in the tested programs. Also, in a baktraking system, a

opying olletor an be alled arbitrarily more often than a sliding olletor. On

the other hand, note that beause most data remains useful (this an be dedued

from the low �gures of olleted garbage) the opying olletor is disadvantaged

in this benhmark set. A generational shema an in all ases improve the �gures.

6 Measuring fragmentation & e�etiveness of early reset

Prolog implementors have paid little attention to the onept of internal frag-

mentation: as far as we know, measurements of internal fragmentation have never

been published before for any Prolog system. Still this notion is quite important,

as it gives a measure on how e�etively the total oupied spae is used by the



memory alloator, and in the memory management ommunity it is a reurring

topi (see e.g. [10℄). It is also surprising that although early reset is generally

implemented in Prolog garbage olletors, its e�etiveness has not been reported

in the literature with [17℄ being a notable exeption. We will ombine both meas-

urements. One one has a olletor, these �gures an in priniple be obtained

quite easily. It is important to realise that the results tell something about the

memory alloator, not about the olletor !

Aording to [10℄, internal fragmentation an be expressed in several possible

ways. To us, the most informative seems the one that ompares the maximal

spae required by the alloator (i.e. the minimal heap size required if no garbage

olletion were present) with the minimal amount of dead memory during the

running of the program. In ontrast to [10℄, we prefer to express fragmentation

as the ratio of these quantities: it represents the perentage of wasted memory.

E.g. a fragmentation of 75% means that without garbage olletion the alloator

uses four times more heap spae than minimally needed to run the program.

To this e�et, we have onduted two experiments: one using a set of typial

Prolog benhmarks and another using the same set of tabled programs as before

(as well as tboyer: a tabled version of the boyer program). To measure fragment-

ation reasonably aurately, we have fored the marking phase to be invoked

every 100 prediate alls. At eah suh moment, the number of marked (useful)

ells is reorded. Garbage is not olleted at these moments. After the run, the

two quantities above are omputed and their ratio is reported in Tables 3 and 4

with and without performing early reset. Additionally, the tables ontain the

number of times there was an opportunity for early resetting a ell, the number

of prediate alls (in K) and the maximum heap usage (in K ells). Note that

one early reset operation an result in more than one ell beoming garbage.

fragmentation boyer browse hat parser redue simple analyser zebra

with early reset 61.2 46.4 11.7 91.17 49.9 41.9

without early reset 61.2 46.3 6.4 91.15 47.9 16.5

# early resets 6 9 64 7 60 38

prediate alls (K) 865 599 74 30 16 14

maximum heap (K) 144 11 1 20 5 0.2

Table 3. Fragmentation in a set of Prolog programs with and without early reset

In most ases, the �gures show a surprisingly high fragmentation: remember

that the fragmentation gives an upper limit for the amount of avoidable waste

given a perfet alloator. The fragmentation would be even higher if XSB would

trim its environments and have a more sophistiated determinism detetion.

fragmentation s o s r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read o tboyer

with early reset 52.3 51.7 63.4 62.9 83.6 67.3 73.8 53.9 0.44

without early reset 41.4 41.1 57.4 58.3 77.7 65.9 69.8 53.4 0.15

# of early resets 21.5 19.2 12.9 18.9 31.8 40.0 124.6 49.1 123

prediate alls (K) 72 138 40 47 45 134 34 169 6.6

maximum heap 1.1 1.2 0.8 2.1 4.8 28 12 43 67

Table 4. Fragmentation in a set of programs with tabling with and without early reset



The fragmentation with early reset is higher than without, beause when

performing early reset fewer ells are marked as useful. The e�et of early reset

an of ourse be very muh dependent on the harateristis of a program, but

given the range of programs here, it seems safe to onlude that one should not

expet more than 10% gain in memory eÆieny for most realisti programs.

We also note that the experiene reported in [17℄ is similar. On the other hand,

the ost of early reset is extremely small: the test whether a trail ell points to

a marked heap ell happens anyway, and the extra ost onsists in resetting the

(unmarked) heap ell and redireting the trail entry. So it appears that early

reset is worth its while both in Prolog as well as in tabled exeution.

7 Conluding remarks

In this paper we bridged the usual gap between the theoretial understanding of a

memory management priniple and its atual implementation. We addressed the

pratial aspets of heap garbage olletion in Prolog systems with or without

tabling and reported our experiene and the main lessons learned from imple-

menting two garbage olletors in XSB. Furthermore, we addressed methodolo-

gial issues of implementing and benhmarking garbage olletors: this is only

rarely reported in the literature. We hold that by making implementation hoies

onrete and doumented | even those that are onsidered folklore | this pa-

per an be of signi�ant value to implementors that onsider garbage olletion

in a system with tabling or in a system that is similar in ertain respets.

It is the ase that relatively little has been published on garbage olletion

in logi programming systems. The WAM | on whih many logi program-

ming systems are based | has the reputation of being very memory eÆient;

still, it provides no support (in the instrution set for instane) for doing pre-

ise garbage olletion. Also, the WAM has a �xed alloation shema for data

strutures (alloation on the top of the heap), about whih there is relatively

little empirial knowledge: the �gures we presented show a high fragmentation

and thus suggest that the WAM is not partiularly good at using the heap very

eÆiently. Finally, most often people have been interested almost solely in the

eÆieny of garbage olletion-less exeution. Consequently, implementors have

not been inlined to give up some eÆieny for better memory management and

some Prolog systems have even lived for quite a while without garbage olletion

at all. For sure researh in logi programming implementation has not foussed

on onsidering alternative memory management shemas, neither on aurate

identi�ation of useful data. This ontrasts sharply with the attention that the

funtional programming ommunity has given to memory management. Simil-

arly to the story of fragmentation about whih there seem no �gures available

in literature, no one has hard data on the e�etiveness of early reset: our ad-

mittedly small set of benhmarks indiates how e�etive one an expet it to

be in realisti programs. It is lear that a ontinuous follow-up on suh issues

is needed as new alloation shemas and extensions of the WAM emerge: suh

new alloation shemas will be the subjet of our future researh. More diretly

pratial, we will also investigate inremental and generational variants of the

urrent olletors in the XSB system.
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